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We are a Visible Learning school promoting an inclusive ethos, working together to enhance 
the development of positive relationships between children, adults working in school, 
parent/carers and other members of the wider school community. 
See Care and Control policy, Anti-bullying Policy, Attendance Policy, Teaching & Learning 
Policy. 
Supported by the School Council, children across the Academy devised the signature 
Learning Disposition characters that promote and encourage our visible learning. (Appendix 
1) 

 Independence 
 Resilience 
 Communication 
 Supportive 
 Confidence 
 Respect 

 
Aims  
The aim of Manor Park Academy is for every member of the school community to feel 
valued and respected, and for all persons to be treated fairly. We are a caring community, 
whose values are built on mutual trust and respect. The school’s Behaviour Policy is 
therefore designed to support the way in which the members of the school can live and 
work together in a supportive way. It aims to promote an environment where all feel happy, 
safe and secure. We aim: 

 To teach children to think about their behaviour and to learn self- control.  
 To give children the chance to make decisions about their work and play so they can 

learn about responsibility and independence.  
 To treat children politely and fairly so that they learn to be polite and fair.  
 To teach children to respect other people, their property, beliefs and feelings, 

essentially, to respect difference.  
 To praise and reward good work, behaviour and attitudes. We will always reward 

improvement.  
 To involve parents in all aspects of school life, including their children’s behaviour.  

 
Expectations  
At Manor Park we will:  

 As adults treat each other with respect at all times, therefore providing a positive 
role model for the children and each other.  

 Support the way in which all members of this school community can live and work 
together in an environment that is happy, safe and secure and where effective 
learning can take place.  

 Reward good behaviour.  
 Provide encouragement and stimulation to all pupils.  
 Treat all children fairly and apply this policy in a consistent way.  
 Ensure that children are aware of the school rules and that each Key Stage adapts 

the school behaviour policy to suit their children.  
 Teach, through the school curriculum, values and attitudes as well as knowledge and 

skills, in order to promote responsible behaviour, self-discipline and respect for self, 
others and the world around us.  

 
A Positive Approach  

 An effective Behaviour Policy is one that seeks to lead children towards high self-
esteem and self- discipline. Consequently, good behaviour arises from good 
relationships and from setting expectations of good behaviour.  



 We believe that self-esteem affects all thinking and behaviour and impacts on 
learning and performance. We aim to provide positive everyday experiences so that 
our children are more likely to reach their full potential.  

 
 
The core beliefs of Manor Park Academy are that:  

 Behaviour can change and that every child can be successful.  
 Praising and a system of rewards are more likely to change behaviour than blaming 

and punishing.  
 Using a positive system of rewards will increase children’s’ self-esteem and thus help 

them to achieve more.  
 Celebrating success helps children to achieve more.  
 Being aware of each child’s needs and their individual circumstances helps us to act 

in the fairest way.  
 We always consider the safety of other children and minimize disruption while 

helping children acquire self-discipline.  
 Reinforcing good behaviour helps our children feel good about themselves.  

 
What we expect of adults  

 To listen to children and to hear their point of view.  
 To be polite and to address children in a reasonable tone of voice.  
 To value all aspects of their achievements.  
 To be as fair and consistent as possible when they have misbehaved.  
 To ensure their environment is safe.  
 To talk with children about things that go wrong; we want children to be able to 

explain why some things are wrong and why we have rules.  
 To create a positive environment in the classroom and playground.  
 To be in charge of and maintain order so that everyone may benefit from a positive 

environment.  
 To supervise the playground well.  
 To trust children and to care about them equally.  
 To treat children as individuals and to take an interest in their lives.  
 To see each day as a fresh start.  

 
 

Rewards and Consequences Overview  
We aim to create a healthy balance between rewards and consequences with both being 
clearly specified. Pupils should learn to expect fair and consistently applied consequences for 
inappropriate behaviour. All systems are flexible to take account of individual circumstances. 
The emphasis of the school discipline policy is on REWARD and PRAISE, which should be 
given whenever possible for both work and behaviour.  
All class teachers should operate a stepped approach to consequences, which allow children 
to identify the next consequence. All class teachers will follow the school behaviour pathway 
of yellow, amber and red cards, children will be offered the opportunity to alter their 
behaviour at each step.  
Children for whom this approach is not appropriate, will have an individual plan detailing 
alternative rewards and consequences via the Pastoral Lead/SENDco 
 
Rewards: Appendix 2 
All members of staff will recognise and celebrate appropriate behaviour at all times around 
the school through informal praise. Wherever appropriate children’s best efforts will be 
celebrated through display and performance. Teachers should work on the principle of a 3:1 
praise to consequence ratio.  



Individual success will be praised during the week and our Scholar of the Week assembly 
will share this success with parents/carers. Attendance rewards are given for each class who 
achieve the highest percentage weekly and overall. 
 
Verbal praise to children and parent/carers 

 Daily stickers and stamps  
 Certificates of achievement 
 Sending good work to other staff members for reward or praise  
 Special responsibility jobs  
 Praise postcards 
 Positive phone calls home  
 House Team points  
 House Point Winners Disco 
 Scholar of the Week 
 Tea and cakes with the Head teacher 
 Scholar of the week linked to the LDs. 
 End of Term Recognition Awards 
 Head Teacher special recognition award 

 
Consequences 

This policy is designed to empower both teaching and support staff in our mutual desire to 
create a just, secure and happy learning environment. When dealing with all forms of 
inappropriate behaviour, teachers should follow these three over-riding rules, be calm, 
logical consequences and a fresh start. 

Behaviour Pathway: Appendix 3 

 Children will be given a verbal warning by the class teacher and state that further 
inappropriate behaviour will result in a yellow card. If a child’s behaviour does not 
improve a yellow card will be issued and the child provided with the chance to 
improve their own behaviour. 

 If after this stage a child still persists with inappropriate behaviour then an amber 
card will be issued, along with time in at break time with the classroom teacher. 

 In serious cases when a child’s behaviour does not improve a red card will be issued. 
Your child will spend out of class and parent/carers will be contacted informing you 
of the behaviour. 

 Extreme inappropriate behaviour must be reported to the Head Teacher immediately. 
In severe cases a red card may be issued immediately and will bypass the pathway. 
A phone call made to the parents and appropriate sanctions followed. 

 For continual inappropriate behaviour or in case of serious verbal or physical violence 
the child may be excluded from school. This could take the form of a fixed-term 
exclusion, or on rare occasions, may take the form of a permanent exclusion.  

Positive Handling Plans (PHPs) 
 
Where behavioural records and/or risk assessment identifies a need for a planned approach, 
PHPs are written for individual children and where possible, these will be designed through 
multi-agency collaboration with the child and their parent/carer.  (See Care and Control 
Policy) 
 

 



Fixed Term and Permanent Exclusions  

Only the head teacher has the power to exclude a child from school. The head teacher may 
exclude a pupil for one or more fixed periods, for up to 45 days in any one school year. The 
head teacher may also exclude a pupil permanently. It is also possible for the head teacher 
to convert a fixed-term exclusion into a permanent exclusion, if the circumstances warrant 
this.   

If the head teacher excludes a child, parents are informed immediately, giving reasons for 
the exclusion. At the same time, the head teacher makes it clear to the parents that they 
can appeal against the decision to the governing body. The school informs the parents how 
to make any such appeal.  

The head teacher informs the Local Authority (LA) and the governing body about any 
permanent exclusion, and about any fixed-term exclusions beyond five days in any one 
term.  

The governing body itself cannot either exclude a child or extend the exclusion period made 
by the head teacher.  

When a child is excluded from school they, along with parents, will attend a reintegration 
meeting on the date they return and support is provided where necessary. 

All exclusions follow the statutory guidance September 2017. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/641418/201
70831_Exclusion_Stat_guidance_Web_version.pdf 

Before and After School Provision  

We expect all of our pupils to follow our rules with regard to behaviour at all times. This 
includes the times when children attend Breakfast Club, after School Clubs and any Holiday 
Clubs.  

Recording, Monitoring and Evaluating Behaviour  

Classroom  

It is imperative that children are aware of the next consequence or sanction. The school 
uses a progressive ladder of yellow, amber and red cards which allows children to see the 
next consequence.  

All yellow, amber and red card incidents will be recorded on the behaviour monitoring 
system Arbor by the class teacher and teaching assistant, this database will be reviewed and 
analysed each week by the Pastoral Team. 

Early Years 
Staff in the Early Years use ‘smiley faces’ to reward children. These are left in a central area 
for children to help themselves to and add beside their name when awarded (in their house 
group). At the end of the week, the child with the largest amount of smiley faces is allowed 
to choose an item from the prize box. Children are also rewarded with stickers and praise.  
If a child has displayed undesired behaviour, they are given a warning before their name is 
written beneath the sad face. If this happens, the child is given time out in their own class.  
 

 

 



Bullying 

Bullying can be defined in a number of ways.  We follow DfE guidance which defines 
bullying as: 

“Bullying is deliberately hurtful behaviour repeated often over a period of time or on 
isolated occasions, where somebody deliberately intimidates or harasses another”. (DfES 
September 2002) 

STOP - Several Times On Purpose 

It is also when there is an imbalance of power. 

Bullying has been described by pupils as: 

 name calling 
 teasing 
 physical abuse eg hitting, pushing, pinching or kicking 
 having personal possessions taken eg bag or mobile phone 
 receiving abusive text messages or e-mails 
 being forced to hand over money 
 being forced to do things they don’t want to do 
 being ignored or left out 
 being attacked in any way due to religion, gender, sexuality, disability, appearance or racial 

or ethnic origin. 
 Comments about parents, siblings or other family members 

We will not tolerate bullying at Manor Park Academy. Repeated bullying will be treated very 
seriously and may result in exclusion.  
All incidents of bullying, racism or homophobic behaviour/comments are recorded and dealt 
with immediately. (see appropriate policies, Anti-bullying, Safeguarding, Social Media)  

If parents are worried about bullying, please talk with a class teacher or another member of 
staff. Staff cannot deal with bullying if they are not aware of difficulties children are facing. 
Allow the school to take a lead in dealing with the problem and keep communication lines 
open.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Captain Independent 
Resilient Girl 

The Communicator 
Super Support 
Miss Confident 
Doctor Respect 

LEARNING DISPOSITIONS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix 1 – Rewards 

 

Reward  Awarded to  
Stickers and 
stamps 

Instant gain reward Individual pupils  

D
ai

ly
 Well Done Cards Instant gain reward Individual pupils Bronze, Silver, Gold badges & prizes 

awarded in weekly assembly  

House Points  Instant gain reward Individual 
/Team Reward 

Announced in assembly  
Term Winners Disco/Extra play 

Text Home Recognition of positive 
behaviour 

Individual pupils Pastoral Team 
 

W
ee

kl
y 

Target Pupils  Achieving personalised 
targets 

Individual pupils Targets checked by Learning Mentor 
from prize box 

Top Table Award - 
Lunchtime  

Award for great 
lunchtime behaviour 

8 pupils from 
each key stage 

Awarded on a Friday by Lunchtime 
Supervisors 

Scholar of the 
Week 

Achievement of work, 
behaviour / attitude for 
the week. 

1 pupil per class Head teacher to meet weekly with 
children, parents/carers to have tea 
and cakes to celebrate achievement. 

Postcard Home     
Improved Behaviour Individual pupils Given at the end of every ½ term 

from the Pastoral Lead 

½
 T

er
m

 Attendance Movie 
Afternoon 

Attendance at 100% 
and no lates! 

Individual pupils Information given from the Office to 
collate prior to the assembly 

Commendation 
and Achievement 
Certificates 

Progress, Behaviour, 
Attitude to Learning  

Individual pupils During ½ term assembly 

Attendance Prize Improved Attendance All children Individual rewards 

T
er

m
 

Attendance Prize 100% Attendance all 
year 

All children 100% all year- pupil prize draw 
Bike, Tablet, TV, Movie etc 

Commendation, 
Attendance and 
Achievement 
Assembly 

Progress, Behaviour, 
Attitude to Learning  

Individual  Parent/Carers invited to the 
celebration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix 2 – Behaviour Pathway  

Our children will be rewarded for ‘doing the right thing’  

Verbal 
Warning 

 

 

Verbal warning given for you to get 
back on track 

 

 

 Low level disruption, eg: talking, 
not on task, unfocused, not 
following instructions. 

 Not taking care of school 
equipment, lying, disrespect to a 
member of staff or another pupil. 

 Inappropriate language 

 Disruptive behaviour 

 Disobedience/Defiance/Rudeness 

 Inadequate work 

 Breaking school rules 

 Aggressive behaviour 

Yellow Card 

 

Repeated behaviour? Verbal warning 

A yellow card will be given if you choose 
to repeat your behaviour 

Reflection table in class. 

Last chance to move back 

 

Amber Card 

 

Time out of class & miss 
playtime/lunchtime with class teacher or 

teaching assistant 

Reflection Sheet to be completed.  

Parents/Carers will be informed by your 
class teacher 

Red Card 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serious incident or behaviour not 
changed. 

Child to stay for a determined time out 
of class with the member of SLT on 

duty  

Headteacher’s discretion will be used if 
a more serious incident occurs. 

 Bullying 

 Damage to Property 

 Repeated refusal to comply 

 Use of foul/offensive language 
towards others 

 Physical intervention 

 Causing danger to others 

 Racist/Homophobic incidents 

 Physical Assault/Fighting 

 

 

 

 

 



Stage 1 – Fresh Start  

Children will be encouraged to behave in a courteous, respectful way that positively 
promotes the values of the school community. All children can start each day with a fresh 
start with opportunities to earn rewards. 

Stage 2 -  

It is very important that pupils are given the opportunity to reflect on their behaviour and 
have the opportunity to improve. A clear verbal warning will be given and they will be given 
a short period of time in which there is an expectation that behaviour improves.  

Stage 3 -  

A yellow card will be given if children choose to repeat behaviour, despite having already 
received a verbal warning. All yellow cards are recorded onto Arbor by the class teacher and 
monitored. If a child accumulates several yellow cards the school reserves the right to 
intervene on the basis of repeated disruptive behaviour. Children will still be encouraged to 
‘do the right thing’ and will still have the opportunity to earn rewards if their behaviour 
improves.  

Stage 4 -  

If behaviour does not improve despite being issued with a yellow card, children will be is-
sued with an Amber card. In some situations, particularly where a more serious behaviour 
incident has occurred, a teacher may deem it appropriate to issue an amber card without 
first issuing a yellow card.  

Any child who receives an amber card will miss their break time, with the teacher or teach-
ing assistant. All amber cards are recorded onto Arbor by the class teacher and monitored.  

Children will still be encouraged to ‘do the right thing’ and will still have the opportunity to 
earn rewards if their behaviour improves.  

Stage 5 -  

If a child’s behaviour does not improve despite being issued with a verbal warning, yellow 
and amber card, a red card will be issued. At this point the child will be escorted by the class 
teacher or teaching assistant to work with the member of SLT on duty that day. The length 
of time out of class will be determined by SLT taking intom account, the age of the pupil and 
severity of behaviour. 

In some situations, particularly where a serious behaviour incident has occurred, or where 
the health and safety of other children or teachers has been put at risk, a teacher may deem 
it appropriate to issue a red card without first issuing an amber card.  

All children who receive a red card will remain inside and miss their break time and 
lunchtime with their class.  Parent/carers will be contacted by the teacher or member of SLT 
on call for that day, or if this is of a more serious nature, by the Head Teacher. 

At this point the child has lost the opportunity to earn any further rewards for 
that day.  

As a result of the red card being issued, parent/carers may be invited into a parent meeting 
to discuss their child’s behaviour and / or in some cases the school may issue a fixed-term 
exclusion. 


